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Park Perde is a professional manufacturer, operator
and exporter of the most comprehensive range of
oﬃce and home window blind products. We have a
large range of high quality customized products to
suit any budget. We grant exlusive fabrics range,
share ideas and high technology. We work with
national and international architects, designers,
project managers and builders to provide eﬀective
solutions for particular design and functional needs.
Additionally we are producing private label blinds
and shades for any kind of requirements from
diﬀerent customers.

WHY
PARK
PERDE ?

Of course there're reasons for our success in the sector in
which we've been providing service since 1986: we work !
We explore the innovations in the world and work in a
disciplined and programmed manner
We try to make a diﬀerence with our technological equipment
and expert team
We try to expand our leading position and impact area in the
sector further with more than 700 dealers
We work with the advantage of our quality/price performance
that we have achieved with our years of experience
We try to realize the dreams of our customers with our
inspiring solutions
Because we try to generate solutions, not excuses
We work without compromising on being humanoriented, respectful and responsible
We try to create value by investing what we've gained from
this country in this country
We work with a sense of responsibility towards the
environment and society
We constantly work to be better
We work with enthusiasm

Customer Satisfaction
We care about building reliable, sincere and long-lasting
relationships with our customers. Our basic principle is
to render quality, prompt, reliable, entirely customeroriented services with our advantages arising from
experience and knowledge, enabling our customers to have a perfect experience.

OUR
PRINCIPLES

Constant Development
We carefully address expectations and suggestions of our customers and try to
constantly improve the processes required for beמּer services and products in order to
make them sustainable.
Solution Orientedness
We swiﬞly take action in accordance with the requirements and generate eﬀective
solutions.
Accessibility
Our customers can easily reach us through our communication channels for all their
complaints, suggestions, questions and requests.
Rapid Feedback
Thanks to our communication channels interacting with each other, we establish
feedback mechanisms and take necessary actions. We care about answering all
applications made by our customers as soon as possible.
Objectivity
We objectively address and assess all applications we receive and take objectivity
criteria into account during the solution process.
Confidentiality
We do not share personal details of our customers in any manner whatsoever.

Safety of our products are our
first priority. We seek
excellence in every aspect of
business and set the same
standards in our commitment
to the environment.

PRODUCT
SAFETY

Our staﬀ is working within
consumer protection will
continue to work with
businesses to ensure that they
are meeting the full legal
requirements on safety
products.

ROLLER BLIND

Roller blinds dress up your windows, giving you a
contemporary and classy look,protects floor coverings and
furnishings from UV fading and damage and harsh sunlight.

PLEATED & DUETTE
BLIND
Highest quality Germany
made fabric collection and
ultra durable components !
Versatile, highly decorative
and are always perfect
solution for any window
and any shape.

ZEBRA BLIND
The dual layers of solid and
sheer horizontal vanes
continually cross over each
other as the shade is raised
or lowered, allowing users to
control the amount of
incoming light and the view
through eﬀect with the shade
partially raised at various
points throughout the
window.

VENETIAN BLIND
Oﬀering excellent
control of privacy,
light, view and
ventilation, Venetian
blinds look good and
are suitable for any
room in your home.
Choose from types of
venetian blinds
including wood,
aluminium or leather.

WOOD VENETIAN BLIND
Park premium wood
venetian blinds are
totally hand made
products and
are
made of
FSC
Certified
ramin
timber from
legal and
sustainable
Indonesian
forests.

ALUMINIUM
VENETIAN BLIND
Oﬀer a classic line
with the ability to
accent a favorite
room, bringing
both function and
fashion to any
type of window..

LEATHER
VENETIAN BLIND
Are aesthetic and
ultimate luxury
window covering
solution, looks
superb elegant,
ideal for mega
yachts and hotels.

TRIPLE SHADE

Triple shades gently soﬞen the incoming sun, fabric vanes are
suspended between dual sheer layers and tilt to adjust privacy,
control light and minimize UV damage to interior furnishings.

PANEL BLIND
Panel blinds are a
beautiful option
for large window
openings, french
doors and sliders
with a
contemporary
look.

VERTICAL BLIND
VERTICAL BLIND
with ALUMINIUM
VANES
Elegant simplicity
for large windows
and sliding doors,
provide a tried and
true window
covering solution.

Make a fashion
statement with the
elegant look of our
vertical blinds. Perfect
for covering sliding
glass doors and large
window applications.

VERTICAL BLIND
with FABRIC VANES
Uncountable
fabric color
selection both in
89 or 127 mm
vanes.

VERTICAL BLIND
with PVC VANES
Light control of
pvc vane vertical
blinds giving you
endless ways to
control light.

MOTORIZED
BLINDS
Motorized blinds are
perfect for hard to reach
or heavy blinds and has
never been more
convenient with several
motorization options.

MOTORIZED VENETIAN BLIND
Simply press a buמּon and
walk away while the motor
does the work for you!

MOTORIZED
ROMAN SHADE
Operate your
shades remote
or even your
smart phone.

SKYLIGHT BLINDS
Open and close
your diﬃcult to
reach skylight
blinds easily with
the touch of a
buמּon.

MOTORIZED PLEATED
& DUETTE BLIND
Instantly create the
ideal natural light
environment
without having to
interrupt your
activity with a
simple buמּon
press.

MOTORIZED ROLLER
BLIND
With several
options to choose
from for your roller
blinds you’ll be
sure to find the
right motor
operation for
your home or
oﬃce.

MOTORIZED ZEBRA
BLIND
You can anytime
operate your blinds
even you are
enjoying your
vacation at the
beach.

MOTORIZED CURTAIN
RAIL
Motorized curtain rails are
durable and a perfect solution
for hard to reach or heavy
curtains. Motorized curtains
minimise the damage that can
occur with manual operation
and allow you to filter natural
light precisely, at the touch of
a buמּon.

BALCONY PLEATED BLIND
Balcony Blinds provides complete
solution to decrease the amount of
sunshine entering in balconies, has
a various range of fabrics, modern
stylish and comfortable colours.

ROOF BLIND &
CONSERVATORY
BLIND
Perfect solution for sun
protection and privacy in
every conservatories for any
size or any shape,keep the
heat out in summer and the
warmth in winter.

HONEYCOMB BLIND
Keep your cool with
honeycomb blinds this
super insulating blind
design will dramatically
reduce your air conditioners
workload and your power
bill.

ROMAN SHADE
Custom made and
tailored in a wide range
of fabrics to add a soﬞ
comfortable feel or
element of sophistication
to any room.

ROMAN SHADE with CORD

ROMAN SHADE with HEADBOX

ROMAN SHADE with TAPE

ZIP BLIND

Provides excellent solar control with the highest wind
resistance, filtering solar radiation, the fabric reduces glare
as well as the amount of light and heat that enters the
window to a comfortable level

MOTORIZATION
Have control of your
windows at your finger
tips, remote control
blinds add a high level
of child safety and
convenience and are
the perfect answer for
hard to reach windows.

SOMFY

MOSEL

BASCO

NICE

VIP VEHICLE CURTAIN

Are to give privacy and security to the passengers and to
block out harsh sunlight.

WAGON SIDE CURTAIN
Just for railway passenger wagoons and provides a
pleasant trip on rails, are being made with top quality
materials in the endeavour to keep their maintenance to a
minimum level.
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